Dowsing Field Day
By Alison Ellett
Auckland dowsers met on a windy park overlooking the Waitemata Harbour. Windy blustery wet weather gave way to
gentle cooling winds and no rain. But then we did dowse for a suitable day to hold our field day. We had the perfect
afternoon to entertain the onlookers.
Having a fascination with Sacred Geometry, Labyrinths and Stone Towers, I encouraged the group to draw on the
energy of the Mandorla to enhance ground energy. The Mandorla otherwise known as the Vesica Piscis, symbolizing
the interdependence of opposites e.g. Heaven and earth, Divine and Human and is the origin of our number eight.
Using our rods we found an energy line, then located another crossing this line at right angles.We marked this junction.
Using our pendulums we ascertained the energy of this spot on a scale of 1-10 as being four and the radius of energy
measured to be about 50cms. We stood in a circle around the spot discussing the intent of the exercise was to
increase the level of energy arising from this point where the energy lines crossed. A second measuring of the energy
levels we found just with our intent had raised it from four to seven
We placed two circles of wire, each of about 75cm diameter on the ground. Each overlapped the other, creating the
almond shape in the middle, to give us our Mandorla. This shape was over the crossed line point. We dowsed to
ensure the direction of the Mandorla was correct. The radius of energy had now more than tripled to nearly 2 meters.
Then we got smart and placed a single terminated quart crystal in the centre of the Mandorla. Wow, our two meters
became four meters, and the buzz when standing within this influence was lovely.
So what do you do when you achieved one, you do two more to create a triangle. We had energy spiraling out from
each Mandorla beautifully, but when placing the crystal in the centre of the triangle, I experienced a not pleasant
draining effect, we had effectively created a downward dropping vortex that I stepped out of hurredly.
Ren has created a mini tower in our vegetable garden, now I’m wondering, how I get him to make some BIG wire
circles to create a BIG Mandorla to really enhance the energy around garden!
From playing with Mandorlas and crystals, we dowsed around some big trees, following the spiraling effect from each
tree, thanks to Chris Gulliver’s knowledge. Chris also detected underground streams that we followed. As more
joined in we found the streams, or was it the memory of streams shifted. Obviously this could form the basis of
another field day! The group then headed for the other end of the park to an old Pa site. Along the way a very obvious
sunken area just had to be the outline of a building long gone.
An enthralling day with bits of wire, pendulums and crystals.

